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Navy closes probe
into alleged ‘red
room’ comments
without speaking to
all involved:
sources
The incident
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allegedly involved
comments about a
female officer’s
“red room,” which
some interpreted as
a reference to the
movie “Fifty Shades
of Grey ... on how
this matter was ...

Senior officer ‘berated’
after relaying complaint in
an unclear reporting system
Nearly four years on, those
players, those teams, are still
waiting in line. If you want
to know why, then we’ll
take you to another scene
from that afternoon, this one

in a hotel conference room, as
...
Rumor Alert: Could Jamie
Dornan Exit 'Fifty Shades'
Franchise?
Additional aims were to
assess the associations
between MB atrophy, brain
volumes (including the
hippocampi), white matter
microstructure ... for sex and
age at scan. Fifty patients
were included ...
Canadian Navy once
again allowed to oversee
investigation into "kinky
sex" comments by its
senior officers

His testimony echoed
Trudeau’s insistence that
the government was right
to refer matter to the
Privy ... to be a reference
to the movie ‘Fifty
Shades of Grey,’” Trotter
told the defence ...
Sajjan says he has
‘concerns,’ wants review
after navy shuts down ‘red
room’ probe
The email says that Fifty
Shades of Grey was not
explicitly mentioned ... “I
would encourage you to
engage directly with the
speaker, no matter how
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senior, so that the speaker may
clarify ...
Five trophies in four years - the
secret behind Leinster's success
Recalling negative reviews for the
first 2015 movie, Fifty Shades of
Grey, Dornan has admitted to ...
on from this crazy chapter in my
life. No matter who I was playing, I
don't think I'd want ...
Baby boom predicted after
Fifty Shades of Grey success
50 Shades Of Grey Matter
Sexiest Asian films to watch
when you are alone
James’ “Fifty Shades of
Grey” trilogy has sold over 150
million ... according to a person
familiar with the matter.

Giannulli, 57, is married to
former “Full House” star Lori
Loughlin.

has forecast a baby boom for
2013 following the success of
the Fifty Shades of Grey
trilogy and the X-rated
content within the plot. ‘By
the very nature of the subject
matter I’m sure we can
expect to ...
The return of the bonkbuster:
how horny heroines are starting
a new sexual revolution
After all, millions of us had
bought and read Fifty Shades of
Grey. Even if half the sold copies
... Dealing with this was, of

course, a matter of urgency. But I
was saddened that there didn ...
Military ‘playbook’ lacks
plan for dealing with cases
against defence chiefs
It's a literary phenomenon: with
nearly 40 million copies sold
'Fifty Shades of Grey,' an erotic
romance spiced with sado-
masochism, is well on its way to
breaking all the records ...
Mammillary body atrophy and
other MRI correlates of school-age
outcome following neonatal
hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy
Director David Venn said it
doesn't matter whether you've read
... their best lives and find their own
shade of grey - what ever that may
be." 50 Shades! The Musical
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Parody features uninhibited ...
What 'Bridgerton' Can Teach
Marketers About Today's
Consumers
James, and here we are with
the final installment, Fifty
Shades Freed The Fifty Shades
films (and books for that
matter), are the ... Johnson
and Christian Grey played by
Jamie Dornan getting ...
Fifty Shades Freed
Rumors about behind-the-scenes
tumult surrounding the "Fifty
Shades of Grey" films have been
running ... issues an official
comment on the matter. We can't
imagine it will be easy for Dornan
...

EL James’ ‘Freed,’ as told by
Christian Grey, coming in June
My grandmother pitched it to me
as Pride and Prejudice meets
Gossip Girl meets Fifty Shades of
Grey. Considering her affinity for
daytime ... mutual respect would
just be something they could
expect ...
'Fifty Shades': sado-masochistic
romance now a global hit
After all, millions of us had bought
and read Fifty Shades of Grey.
Even if half the sold copies were
bought ... Dealing with this was, of
course, a matter of urgency. But I
was saddened that there ...
50 Shades Of Grey Matter
Those comments included
remarks about “kinky sex”

was well as sadomasochism
and bondage prompted by a
reference to the film 50 Shades
Of Grey ... review on how this
matter was handled ...
Jamie Dornan responds to
"charisma of oatmeal" Fifty Shades
criticism
Forget Fifty Shades of Grey, the
East's own cinematic erotica ...
Thailand but also in the S.A.R.
because of its sexual subject matter.
It later spawned various versions
released in 2012 and ...
50 Shades the Musical Parody sees
Anastasia Steele and Christian Grey
in a hysterical new light
The email says that Fifty Shades of
Grey was not explicitly mentioned
along ... “I would encourage you
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to engage directly with the speaker,
no matter how senior, so that the
speaker may clarify ...
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